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 See the product description for more details. The new XOXO Droplets is out now on PC! Embark on a new adventure where you’re a flying gnome that hangs on helium balloons and collects coins that float down. Learn to fly, sniff flowers and make your way across beautiful and dangerous levels. Play a fun variety of levels that range from the sunny arcade to the snowy wilderness. Play the game,
collect coins, learn how to fly, and keep you balloon going! XOXO Droplets is also available on PS4! "In every level the player will have to find items and use them to pass it. To make it simpler, use balloons and other items floating on the level. As the gnome is equipped with a magnetic powers, it can pull floating items close to him." - A New Adventure Flying the Sky When hanging from a helium
balloon, you can take control of the gnome, controlling its movements and changing its direction to avoid the dangers of the sky. Fly across the land using the magnet to gather coins that float down. Swing into the trees and swing back to take on your foes. "If you like the original in the style of Jetpack Joyride, this is probably the game for you." - AppSpy "Fun Balloon Flying Adventure" Complete

with easy controls and no microtransactions, this game can be enjoyed by all. XOXO Droplets is a challenging game with many paths to victory. Try to collect the coins and collect all the stars on your way to beating the level. Earn coins that can be used in the game to purchase new balloons, which will give you an edge in the game. When you’re flying high, you can use some items to give you a push
on your way to the top. Try to unlock all the balloons and beat the game. "A wonderful looking, fun to play game that has you engaging with its lovely visuals." - Touch Arcade "Hilarious" XOXO Droplets is a challenging game where you’re the flying gnome that hangs on helium balloons and collects coins that float down. Can you fly high and collect all of the coins while avoiding the wild things and

nasties lurking beneath the surface? Learn to fly, sniff flowers and make your way across beautiful and dangerous levels. Play a fun variety of levels that range from the sunny arcade to the snowy wilderness. Play the game, collect coins, learn how to fly, and keep you balloon going! The game features an easy to control mechanic 82157476af
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